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REVIEWS 

 
"Tightly wound noir thriller. Chun treats the material with a sophistication that brings its pulpy scenario 
down to earth. Unfolds with impressive economy...insightful portrait of social angst...transcends its 
genre limits."--Indiewire 
 
"Sharply paced, nicely shot and well-acted, this film will do no harm at all to director Tze Chun’s status 
as one of cinema’s up-and-coming talents. A taut, well-made film…genuinely gripping."--Daily Mail 
 
"Tense little thriller that provides juicy roles for its deft lead actors, as well as some well-played action 
and several neat twists. Eve convinces as a working-class American, her gently blunted beauty and 
frank affect here effectively shaping the gritty, resourceful Chloe. She and Cranston, who vividly 
inhabits the mysterious, Polish-accented Topo with equal parts danger and dignity, make for a 
compelling captor and captive — and cat and mouse.—Los Angeles Times 
 
“A satisfying surprise as Chun’s film plays like an echo of classic film noirs...Anchored staunchly by a 
couple furiously committed performances, it’s one of the most engaging examples of its ilk to come 
along in quite some time. The film’s success mainly falls squarely on the shoulders of Alice Eve...her 
performance here should have people finally paying attention to her talents as a performer. In the fine 
tradition of those grungy noirs like Night Without Sleep or Murder, My Sweet or Kiss Me Deadly, Tze 
Chun’s Cold Comes the Night is a generous throw back to those cinematic days when even familiar 
tales could be told with enough verve to initiate excitement and delight."—ioncinema 
 
“Elevates familiar genre elements with fine performances and skillful execution. "Chun displays a deft 
handling...stylish and atmospheric look that belies its status as a lower-budgeted production. Eve is 
never less than thoroughly believable. Cranston also impresses...effectively lends nuance to his 
portrayal.”—Twitch 
 
A must for any Cranston fans, Cold Comes the Night benefits from Chun’s remarkable eye for detail 
and place, in this case a winter’s-bound upstate New York, where even high noon seems perpetually 
wrapped in twilight’s chill.—Filmmaker Magazine 
 
"Cranston has occasional bursts of courtliness. Topo is intense, strangely polite at times and murderous 
when he needs to be. He may have a sense of empathy lurking deep within. The British-born Eve's 
American intonation is spot-on and she's believably low-key and affecting as a fiercely independent 
single mom. Their performances make the film worth seeing."--USA Today 
 
"It’s not only loaded with a pervasive aura of treacherous violence and atmospheric isolation but also 
serves as a showcase for the considerable talents of Alice Eve."--Susan Granger 
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"Cranston brings a nice dose of Heisenberg uncertainty to the events. The film also gives Alice Eve a 
chance to shine. Director Tze Chun, while not shrinking from the violence, uses creative restraint. And 
double proof — both in Eve, and once again in Cranston — that casting against type is often the 
smartest casting of all."--Newark Star-Ledger 
 
"Quiet, menacing tone with long silences broken by the occasional blood-curdling threat. Simple, 
deliberate and atmospheric thriller...a genre piece that works. Several nice moments of suspense and 
a couple of wonderfully-staged confrontations."--Movie Nation 
 
“Tense and effective modern film-noir. Cranston is an exceptionally strong antagonist, equal parts 
menacing and mysterious. Eve turns in a career-best performance. Marshall-Green is intense and 
convincing. Surprisingly smart script finds a truth to its characters and their interactions. Strikingly well-
acted and evocatively shot. It’s refreshing to find a movie with such clarity of purpose. Chun’s dark, 
moody thriller aims to entertain, and it does just that.”--We Got This Covered 
 
“Eve gives a terrific performance...arguably her best performance to date. Cranston carries out his 
Slavic accent especially well and is eerily menacing when needed. Marshall-Green gets to really steal 
a scene or two...He digs deep into this powder-keg of a character to give a very intense performance. 
COLD COMES THE NIGHT is an enjoyable vehicle for all the on-screen talent involved.”—JoBlo 
 
"[Chun] has a good handle on the double-crossing machinations of the Simple Plan-style thriller. Moves 
along at a healthy clip and delivers plenty of Cranston. The elements come together rather 
effectively. Recommended for fans of slightly grungy noirs."—Libertas 
 
"Reminiscent of Coen Brothers thrillers No Country for Old Men and Fargo, this wintry drama has some 
satisfying twists while giving Eve the leading role her looks and talent deserve. Worth catching."—Heat 
 
"Tze Chun's mean and moody thriller calls to mind the noir dramas of the Forties with a strong woman 
put to the test by circumstance and the men around her. Eve is in her element as the semi-hard boiled 
blonde."--Herald Scotland 
 
"Film noir in the mould of early Coen Brothers classic Blood Simple. A barrel of dark and occasionally 
surprising turns. Not even the over-the-top ending can ruin this wet Sunday afternoon treat."--Daily Star 
 
"Could almost pass for an episode of Breaking Bad…moody tone. Alice Eve also gives her best 
performance to date."--Daily Mirror 
 
“I enjoyed this film. Alice Eve is terrific…does a really good job of playing a believable world-weary but 
not world-beaten character, who, during the course of an increasingly oppressive ordeal, actually 
starts to discover her inner strength.”--Mark Kermode, BBC Radio 
 
"In a week which rather unusually features three females in lead roles, Alice Eve tops her more 
decorated colleagues with a fine performance in Tze Chun's atmospheric thriller. The spirit and feel of 
movies like A Simple Plan and The Last Seduction are in evidence here and Alice Eve is terrific and 
believable. Gritty and engaging."--Evening Herald 
 
"A fast-paced tense crime thriller. 4 stars."--Zoo 
 
"A taut and serpentine thriller."--Evening Express 
 
"A low-key but nonetheless effective thriller."--Sky Movies 
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"Well drawn-characters...foreboding atmosphere. Eve - who sports a spot-on American accent here - 
is impressive in the challenging lead role. As Chloe's situation becomes ever more desperate, Eve 
continually elevates her performance."--Cine Vue 
 
"Surprisingly absorbing thriller from new director Tze Chun, and could serve as an indicator of even 
better work to come. Has echoes of the Coens’ classic Fargo...enough twists and turns in the third act 
to see you through to a genuinely gripping finale. Undeniably, the film’s strong point is the acting...it’s 
refreshing to see [Eve] carry a film for once. The ever-dependable Bryan Cranston tackles a 
challenging part with aplomb. Marshall-Green makes the most of playing Billy, and has his fair share of 
memorable moments. Consistently captivating. The performances elevate this film above your 
average film-noir fodder, and is definitely worth a watch."--Cinema Chords 
 
"Given heart and energy due to an attractive lead performance by Alice Eve. Nicely tense low-key 
crime tale. Engagingly made and nicely performed."--Screen Daily 
 
"[Eve and Cranston's] uneasy relationship is the strongest element in Tze Chun’s noir...after so many 
small roles in big movies, it’s good to see Eve carry a picture, and with some class."--Total Film 
 
"Strikingly well shot and acted. Intrigued by its twisty plot. Chun shows real skill at capturing a rural 
community while keeping the mood dark and nasty...captures a terrific sense of isolation. Eve gives 
Chloe a surprising tenacity as she bravely deals with Topo's demands. The two men in the story are 
terrific foils for her: Cranston as the tough guy who isn't ready to retire quite yet, while Marshall-Green is 
a bundle of unpredictable, out-of-control greed."--Contact Music 
 
“Boosted by Eve's tough but understated performance. Solid support from an increasingly unhinged 
Logan Marshall-Green adds dramatic appeal, and Cranston is as reliable a screen presence as one 
could wish for. Eve steps up to the mark, managing to look both world-weary and indomitable, dialling 
down any potential histrionics to create an utterly believable character, finding inner strengths amid 
adversity.”—The Observer 
 
"It's a treat to see [Eve] handed a lead role here and she duly steps up with an engaging, strong-willed 
and surprisingly resourceful performance. Cranston is equally good as the mysterious Topo. Has the 
feel of an enjoyably pulpy crime novella and the plot takes a number of surprising turns, including an 
expertly-timed moment of violence that's genuinely shocking. An enjoyably low-key crime thriller with 
an intriguing setting and a superb central performance from Alice Eve. Worth seeing."--View London 
 
"Chun’s astute direction is channelled with a distinct sensibility of icy modern noir. Illustrates a 
meticulous formal detail, favouring technique and composition...a throwback to film noir of the 1940s 
and 1950s. Alice Eve surprises...delivers a performance that rings true emotionally. Marshall-Green 
emphasises the character’s desperation and vulnerability through paranoiac physicality and a tender 
sense of longing. Cranston plays Topo with the right balance of menace, grizzled professional and 
sense of loss, to craft an endearing and complex character. A classy twisting thriller, rich in noir 
tones…directed with a cold elegance."--Movie Ramblings 


